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ABSTRACT 
The concept of a service delivery system as it 

relates to handicapped students is explained, and characteristics of 
a n e w model for service delivery in special education are described. 
Present service delivery systems are seen to be lacking in uniformity 
in the types and quality of services available and in continuity of 
programs to all age levels and disabilities. The proposed model is 
broken down into five areas: students in the, regular classroom who . 
arl having problems beyond the competencies or'skills•of the regular 
teacher; students who may be receiving formal support since the 
informal help provided by the system area I) Vas deemed not 
appropriate; students with a moderate level of problem; students in 
the self-contained special education classroom; and the exceptional 
child, wh'o is unable to function within the regular school setting. 
Diagrams are given for the five delivery phases. (SBH) 
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A Service Delivery System
far Special Education: An Introduction 

Reed Payne, Ed.D. 
Charles J. Murray, Ed.1).-

Prior to any discussion of a service delivery system for handi-
ca'pped -children some mention of what, is meant by the concept of a 
service .delivery system is Wedded. Is it a useful concept for 
the educator? How does it .relate•to concerns at .the local level? 

The concept bf service delivery systems becomes useful when it 
forces the examinatiom of individual activities and _functions and 
assists, in gaining a better perspective of concerns ,and their 
relationship to a total aer.vices system. For many'of us this is. 
a unique perspective. 

In a very real sense our schools constitute an example of a 
service delivery system. The school attempts to 'utilize all of 
the resources,, human and material, in the provision of educational 
services to children. We in Special education interpret this 
effort to include meeting the needs of all children. Comprehen-
sive programming for handicfa.pped children can be achieved onlyiby 
:taking the btoáde"st..possible view' of service .delivery. • For only 
from suck a broadened framework can appropriate goals for children 
be developed and implemented. 

Historically, services for handicapped populations have been 
delivered to the consumer in a "piecemeal" fashion. A compre-
hensive= service delivery system to meet the needs of ,this popu-
lation'is not currently in place. There is little uniformity in 
the types and  quality of services available. 

Special Education Programs during thepast decade have been'aimed 
primarily at the elementary age child. Children with problems at 

the secondary le vel have been spiratically serviced. Vocational 
programs for handicapped students are a rather recent innovation. 
Such programs were practically non-existent a few years ago. 
Nationally, thousands of school-aged handicapped•children remain 
unserved or underserved.• When we examine the delivery of services 
for the handicapped child, we find a spotty patchwork system with 
little linkage between services and/or programs. Complete 
continuity of programs to all age levels and disabilities is 
seldom:observed. 

Until recently, Special Education programs have primarily focused 
on the primary and intermediate levels. It has been felt, and 
justly so, that early intervention was the key apfrroach to many 
of the problems manifested by the handicapped child. Early 
intervention does offer the best hope of familiarating problems 
that act as a barrier to a normal life.' However, on examining a 



service delivery system; •all components are crucial. Special, 
Education programs are often distorted to meet  spècific  "special 

éducational concerns" rather than the needs.of 'tile.. individual 
chirdren. Pressures from community and parent groups have had a 
significant impact upon prógramming. elkildrens' needs ip some 
instances have only been net '.through.. the insistent Voice of
parept•group`s. Children with less vocal Support have.not faired 
as well. These kinds .of pressures have lead to!' a delivery System
which does not always respond to the needs of all the "handiçapped" 
population in a systematic manner. Wittrin~ t'h.e ex isting system; 
the speciál educator has been forced to 'respónd to,these and 
other  pressures. unfortunately, he has found, himse lf moving f•;ó m 
crisis to cr isis. 'Precltoùs little time'hos been available to

 work with general  educators to develop a comprehensive delivery 
system. 

The movement ~ toward "the le• ast restrictive :alte native" nów 
provides the   speciäl and general  educator  an opportunity to work 
thr ough these protilents, together and to .jointly plan 'for the 
handicapped child using the, service' delivery,'concept. : To'dlegs 
than this,: will mean.the failure of meeting the'needs'of th'e
individual  child. 

HQw card the use of the cáhcept of% service delivery at the' local 
level kb an aide ro. our- planning efforts? Using the concept as a 
guide, we start by determining what the goals of our local 
delivery system shourd be. This step alone will force ús to ask 
some tough questions about our own beliefs and the beliefs of the 
'scho'ol system itself.' Hq.w.ever,. once these goals ,have been 
delienated, an outline of ,speci€fic objectives which. will enable: 
us to meet these goals can bé developed Once this ,is accomplished, 
examination of what ,is• being• d one and more importantly what'ought 
to be clone, tan take place. 

This needed assessment will, hopefully touch upon a number of 
problem areas as well as uncover resourtes not previously consider-
ed or under-utilized. The assessment should  never be cast as a

,...fault finding expedition; but rather as a plaàning cast which • 
will inventory our huiman `and, mat,orial resources. It should also 

   produce a plais of  attack.. It 'is interesting that one of the most 
common problems brought to light•dur1ng the assessment of the 
delivery system is the problem o'f system gaps. t he system assess-
ment often discloses that elements or subsystems do not•int,ercon-
nect. "These "gaps" An the delivery of services are referred to 
as ,the "cracks" through which children fall.. 

In addition to the gaps between the subsystem  , you may find that 
the school elements or  subsystems simply do hot ex ist. In the 
Special Education delivery system this prdblem is exemplified by 
the laq of programming for certain dategóries of handicapping, 
conditi ns and,/or certain age ranges, particularly evident are 
preschool an¢ secondary.. An assessment of a system might indi-



caté qúestionable priorities assigned to available resources. 
With this and other insights into Khe sytem, we start .to plan in 
terms of what actually rieeds'to be done, and what functions have 
to take place within eAch subsystem. Again, functions will 
relate back to objective's and goals of the system. With a • 
delivery system designed to meet the needs of children, we will 
-not find ourselves in the•embarrassing position of fitting the 
child into the program or. rather developing a program to m eet the 
needs of the child. 

You will note we have not talked about the problems of the emo-
tionally ,disturbed, Ocre x'etarded, or the physically handicapped.. 
we have not been talking about-State regulations or about finan-
cing. All-these issues have their place but we have tdo long 
been a slave by them. The service delivery concept strongly' 
implies that tiffe pl,aee to begin is with the services •needed. To 
translate this knowledge into meaningful goal's, and gear up the 
school district td meet, the challenge. 



•A New Model for Service Delivery in 

Special Education 

In his address to the second annual.convention of the American Associa-

tion for the Education of the Severely/Profoundly Handicapped in Kansas City,

Missouri, Edward Sontag, Chief of the Division of Personnel Preparation (BEH), 

called.for newer models of service delivery (Sontag 1976). Dr. Sontag suggested 

that' the''continuu& and 'cascade' models "offered little-if anything new for 

the severely handicapped child." 

This writer agrees with Dr. Sontag on the potential usefulness of newer 

models. Although.existing models may have been useful to speciál educators,

they' have had little meaning for the. general educator. 

Recent experiences in conducting mainstreaming workshops for general and 

special educatórs,leads this writer to believe that an updated model would be 

extremely useful to the general educator'and ourselves,, the special educator. 

If we were to list several requisites for a new model of special education 

services, the following issues should be of primary concern. 

1. A new model should, be comprehensible (understandable) to th e 

general educator, from the chief school officer down to the 

classroom teacher, as wall as the special educator.

.2. The model should_ be broad enough In scope to encompass all 

children within the school district from the mildly handicapped.

to the severely impaired. 

. 3. The model should encompass current trends in special education 

such as mainstreaming and least restrictive environment.

4. The model should be service delivery o iented to serve as a 

practical aid to school districts seeking direction and guidance 

in developing programs for the special education child. 



The Proposed Model 

With these, pre-reAuistes in mind, the writer proposes the following model 

for consideration by special and general educators. See Figure 1.. 

Insert Figure 1

The basic rationale of this model,is that there is a broad spectrum or 

band of services which shall be provided by the school district.. These services. 

gill range from the regular classroom setting to the special sohool setting, 

and include all children: Services to these children are part.nd parcel of 

the school district's responsibility, although the school district may not al-

ways physically administer services to the child.. The heavy vertical bands at 

the extremes of the model suggest the scope of school district concerns. 

The. level of the problem is seen as being most severe on the extreme fright 

hand side of the model and decreasing is severity as one moves from the right 

to the left within ate model. The general thrust is always toward providing a 

lebs roatrictive environment within the school district setting. 

The vertical hatched. lines between the three areas designated as mild, 

moderate,and severe (and within the areas themselves) suggest the 'grayness' of

these deliniatións or categories•. The hatched lines imply flexibility and ease 

of movement of children from a restrictive environment to a less restrictive 

environment. 

Rather than indicate that there is any one best. method of support for the 

exceptional child, the model suggests that what is actually needed is thé,con-

cept of' an 'educational support system'. Th4s 'system' should tie so structùred 

as to be able to respond with appropriate levels of intervention as necessary.

No two school districts will have the same support systet needs and therefore 
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it is unwise to propose resobzce rooms, itinerate teachers, child study teams, 

etc., as being,the best method of service delivery. 

Area I - Regular Class 

Area I represents the student in the regular classroom who is having a 

problems) that is beyond the. competencies or skills of the regular teacher. 

Support for the teacher, the'child or both is necessary. This support or

intervention should be available on an informál basis. The dotted portion of 

the support line shows the informal nature of Chit type of intervention. It 

is to be emphasized that there are many alternate ways of providing this in-

formal support.  The, principle concern of Area I is the provisioin of services 

without the time consuming and expensive evaluations normally required before 

help is giben. 

Area II - Regular Class/Mainstreamed 

The main difference between the students in Areas I and II is'basically 

that the support system is formalized in Area II. Legislative and statutory

regulations have beet met, and the child has been evaluated in a formal manner. 

Children in Area II may be in a sense moving iri either direction. That 

is, the child maybe receiving formal support sihce the informal help prd-

vided'by the system (Area I) was deemed not to be appropriate. Intervention 

is required above the level that can be provided on an informal basis. On the 

other hand, the child may be coming into a mainstreaming situation from an even 

more restricted environment such as Area IV or V. 

If the mainstreaming effort, which is the focus of Area II, is to be 

successful the responsibility for the child's educational program belongs to 

,the regular class teacher. This is not the situation where a special education 

student is integrated into selected regular classes for a limited part of the 

day - a testing of the waters so to speak. Such a program is characteristic of 



a preparation situation rather than a true mainstreaming situation.. 

Area III 

Area III of the proposed model attempts to emphasize the•fact that for 

many students with a moderate level of problem, special class placement should 

be viewed as s tranistitional phase. The goal for such students should always

be to move them toward a less restrictive environment. 

The educational program is primarily the responsibility Of the support 

system and integration into regular classes, when it does occur, is carefully 

monitored. 

Area IV -

In a sense, Area IV of the model represents the traditional self-contained 

special education classroom. The self-contained classroom has much to offer the 

exceptional child when an intensive intervention program is judged to be the 

best alternative. For many childreñ, the self-contained classroom is a necessary 

step toward a less restrictive environment. For others, it may Be the least 

restrictive environment for an. extended period and perhaps for their entire 

time in school. 

These self-contained classrooms of Area IV are an integral part, of the 

school district mileau and the students within these classes should be integrated 

into regular school activities with their peers whenever possible. 

Area V 

The exceptional child within this area of the model is one, who, for a 

variety of reasons (i.e. magnitude or severety of the problem), is unable to 

function within the regular school setting. However, his/her separation should 

always be viewed as a temporary phenomenon. 



The school district does a grave injustice if it tends to wash its hands 

of these special education students, for whatever reasons.. The local school 

district is obligated either morally or in fact by law to monitor the progress 

of the child so placed. The school district can.continue to offér'and provide 

support as the child is readied for return to the district. 

Sontag, Edward "Zero Exclusidn: No Longer Rheotoric" Apropos Spring-Summer, 1976 
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